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Factsheet

Gluten free

BBQ Sauce Honey
Article: 113742

473ml
Bottle

Carton: 6 pieces
Ethnicity: North America
Product group: sauces
Commodity group: SPECIALITY SAUCES
Country of production: Netherlands

Ingredients / nutrition facts:
https://www.gerig.ch/tb/00810020931778/

GTIN CU: 810020931778

8 10020 93177 8

GTIN TU: 00810020931761

Jack Daniel’s
The finest ingredients make the best quality product

Ya see, down in Lynchburg Tennessee ol’ Mr. Jack Daniel was well known for
his annual summer BBQ parties. It was no secret that the secret ingredient
back then was Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey. Today, we’re proudly
continuing that old tradition with our brand-new line of Jack Daniel’s BBQ
sauces in a classic glass bottle.

Every day we make it, we’ll make it the best we can
We strictly follow the old traditions of Mr. Jack Daniel whose motto was
“Every day we make it,  we’ll  make it the best we can”. Every bottle of Jack
Daniel’s Original BBQ sauce is of course made with a fine touch of Jack
Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey that imparts a unique flavor. These sauces are
made using only finest ingredients and traditional kettle cooking methods.

The sauces

Original BBQ sauce  -  A true classic
Jack Daniel’s Original BBQ Sauce is a real BBQ classic - well balanced
notes of dark brown sugar, ripe tomato, apple cider vinegar, and the
unique flavor of Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey! An authentic
American original,  classic with a balanced flavor and a robust finish.
Sweet & Spicy BBQ sauce  -  Kick it up a notch
For the extra “kick” try Sweet & Spicy BBQ Sauce and enjoy a bit of
excitement with your meal or appetizers. This tasteful blend of a little bit
of heat and a little bit of sweet delivers zip and zing but won’t overpower
your pallet.
Honey BBQ sauce  -  The bee’s knees
A tasty BBQ sauce highlighting the fine nature of real bee honey.
Complex in taste with various notes of pineapple, tamarind and a lovely
peppery finish. Jack Daniel’s Honey BBQ sauce delivers the discreet
notes of honey from sustainably raised bees.

Read more: https://www.gerig.ch/en/brands/jack-daniels/
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